
The MILANS Inn is nested in the heart of the 

Jordan valley at 870m between Aurillac, the Puy 

Mary and Salers. 

 

Stéphanie and Marc welcome you all year round at the foot of Cantal 

mountains in their "farmer style life inn" 

Hikers, nature lovers, dreamers will have the opportunity to relax 

while admiring the hills  and valley view. 

The accommodations and the hut: 

 OBIOU and SERMILIK (28€ per night/person) can receive 4 

persons. There is a small kitchen, a bathroom and a terrace. 

 BREZELLEC  hut can receive up to 6 persons (25€ per 

night/person) 

The camp site and its unusual accommodations proposes a common 

dining room fully equipped: 

 2 caravans "Mum Goz" and "Molene" (25€ per night/person) 

 The hut "Linaigrette" (65€ per night/ base 2 persons) 

 

Marc is a professional chef who loves local, fresh and high quality 

products. He proposes a 4 course meal for 28€ (starter, main dish, 

cheese and dessert). Breakfast is at 11€. 

As a professional he can also propose culinary lessons to help you 

improving your own technique. 

 

Stéphanie is a nature leader involved in a few associations (Mountain 

Wilderness, FERUS). She can tailor hiking for you and make you 

discover the tresors of a biodiversity nested in hidden places in the 

Cantal mountains ( the highest volcano in Europe) : fauna, flora, 

heritage , knowledge of the wolf. 

 

 



Stéphanie is a professional mosaic artist, she will share with you her 

passion of art. She will assist you in  creating your  own piece of art 

which will be yours. 

 

Our aim is to welcome you in the mountain with cultural projects and 

artistic events. All year round we have yoga lessons, danse, singing, 

concerts, tales, songs from the Balkans...... 

 

On site you can hire electrical VTT bikes (60€/day) (35€/half day). 

In winter time snow shoes are available 15€/day 10€half day. 

Pre booked Nordic Jacuzzi available: 25€/person for 1h30. 

 

The INN is opened all year round with pre booking. 

 

Contact: 

+33685185940  

puechverny@sfr.fr 

 

facebook: aubergedesmilans / instagram : aubergedesmilans 

We accept cash, bank transfer, or cheques. 

 

Unfortunately pets are not accepted. 

 

Looking forward to seeing you at home. 

 

Marc and Stéphanie 
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